Epilepsy and medication effects on the pattern visual evoked potential.
Visual disruption in patients diagnosed with epilepsy may be attributable to either the disease itself or to the anti-epileptic drugs prescribed to control the seizures. Effects on visual function may be due to perturbations of the GABAergic neurotransmitter system, since deficits in GABAergic cortical interneurons have been hypothesized to underlie some forms of epilepsy, some anti-epileptic medications increase cortical GABA levels, and GABAergic neural circuitry plays an important role in mediating the responses of cells in the visual cortex and retina. This paper characterizes the effects of epilepsy and epilepsy medications on the visual evoked response to patterned stimuli. Steady-state visual evoked potentials (VEP) evoked by onset-offset modulation of high-contrast sine-wave stimuli were measured in 24 control and 54 epileptic patients. Comparisons of VEP spectral amplitude as a function of spatial frequency were made between controls, complex partial, and generalized epilepsy groups. The effects of the GABA-active medication valproate were compared to those of carbamezepine. The amplitude of the fundamental (F1) component of the VEP was found to be sensitive to epilepsy type. Test subjects with generalized epilepsy had F1 spatial frequency-amplitude functions with peaks shifted to lower spatial frequencies relative to controls and test subjects with complex partial epilepsy. This shift may be due to reduced intracortical inhibition in the subjects with generalized epilepsy. The second harmonic component (F2) response was sensitive to medication effects. Complex partial epilepsy patients on VPA therapies showed reduced F2 response amplitude across spatial frequencies, consistent with previous findings that showed the F2 response is sensitive to GABA-ergic effects on transient components of the VEP.